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Not saving and
organizing receipts

Owners trying to doing
EVERYTHING themselves

Not tracking ALL
reimbursable expenses

Not classifying employees
versus contractors correctly

Lack of communication…
With EVERYONE

Not reconciling
bank statements MONTHLY

No back up...
Electronic AND Paper!

Not setting aside
Sales Tax money

Petty Cash carelessness

Assuming Accounts Receivables
are going to be paid on time

Small businesses live or die on EVERY penny so don't be "nice"... If it's a
company expense, get reimbursed for it. Keep your PERSONAL finances
separate; remember these are BUSINESS expenses.

Even though your customers may have the best of intentions, something
ALWAYS comes up. Assume 10% of your Receivables are not going to be
paid on time or at all and then be pleasantly surprised when it's lower.

If someone works for you, are they an employee? Or are they an
independent contractor? Know the resources available to answer those
questions and USE THEM! This is a FAST way to get in trouble.

EVERYONE!!! Employees, Vendors, Contractors, Partners, Investors... Be
accused of OVER communicating rather than having people criticize you
for expecting others to read your mind!

Not only does reconciling help in locating accidental errors... An
overwhelming majority of the time, this is where fraud, theft and
dishonesty is discovered.

There's no excuse for not having electronic back up systems nowadays.
Check out the economical, automatic, online systems. AND keep paper
back ups; invoices, receipts, statements, payroll and tax records.

Set up a system to put money aside on a weekly basis using a savings
account, etc. This is another way to get into trouble quickly. It can lead
to audits. Think the IRS is bad? Try the State Department of Revenue!

Keep and track ALL receipts - including less than $75 even though the IRS
doesn't require them. Set up a system to both collect AND organize
receipts. Throw them in a basket and process them at least weekly.

This is a GAPING hole for small-level, theft. Develop and implement the
systems to track and organize; then monitor and randomly spot check.

KNOW YOUR LIMITS and don't be afraid to admit them.
CAN you do it? Do you have the TIME to do it? WILL you do it?

Sure, there are some truly mind boggling screw ups that happen. Even so, it's the little things that will
destroy a company. My experience over 25 years of coaching and working with small business owners

and managers has turned up some startling similarities and trends that, with a little bit of pre-planning and
foresight, can be avoided.

The good news is that these are also NOT universal. Most companies usually do some of them fairly well
but really great operations seldom have ANY of these mistakes on their trouble list.


